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 9 Line Fortune

GENERAL INFORMATION



Game Type 3 reel video slot with 9 pay lines

Theme Glitter & Glamour / Wheel of Fortune 

GAME FEATURES

Nudges 
Win spins
Fortune Game (Wheel of Fortune)

PAYOUT

Default maximum Win 240x total bet

Hit Frequency (%) 26 %

Jackpot The game has a "Grand" and a "Major" jackpot:

Grand: base win = 5000 x bet, VTP contribution = 0.90%.
Major: base win =   500 x bet, VTP contribution = 2.10%.

The Grand jackpot is won lining up 3 Jackpot Multiplier symbols on pay line 9.
The Major jackpot is won lining up 3 Jackpot Multiplier symbols on pay lines 1-8.

Volatility

Variations

Variations (%) 11468 11469 11470 11471 11472 11473 11474

Return (%) 88% 90% 92% 94% 95% 96% 97%

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

9 Line Fortune is a straight forward 3 reel slot but with the
glitter and glamour of the Wheel of Fortune show.

Let this slot drag you into the exciting Wheel of Fortune feature
and win big!

Main Game

The main game is played on 3 big reels. The 9 win lines offer you 9 
chances to win. If this is not enough, the Jackpot symbols will help to
increase your chances and will substitute for almost any symbol to
complete winning combinations.

On top of this some of the Jackpot symbols contain a multiplier as well
and will boost your winnings even more!



Fortune Game Feature

3 Fortune symbols on a pay line will trigger the "Wheel of Fortune".
Swipe the wheel for big prizes. Land the small wheel on a green
segment and you may spin again, and again and again...

Win spins and Nudges

If a spin did not result in a win there is always a chance that you will be offered a 
Win spin or a Nudge which will turn a losing game into a win after all.

Win spins and Nudges are free and will cost no bet.

Rules

All prizes are on 9 pay lines.
Line wins are added.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

PAY TABLE

COMBINATION 3x LINE SPECIAL FUNCTION / COMMENT

Grand jackpot on line 9 only Pays the Grand jackpot

Major jackpot on lines 1-8 Pays the Major jackpot

150x x

150x x

150x x

5x x



5x x

4x x

3x x

1x x Any 3 mixed 7 symbols

2x x

1x x

0.5x x Any 3 mixed BAR symbols

         

x Starts Wheel of Fortune feature
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